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u.s. Nuclear Regulatory Commision, Region I 

Nuclear Materials Safety Section B 

475 Allendale Road 

King of Prussia, P A 19406 


11 December 1995 

Dear Sirs: 

Back in March 1992, I requested renewal uf my radioisotopes license 06-17253-01 and 
paid the appropriate renewal fee. At that time I thought it worthwhile to include addi
tional sources and irradiation devices that might be needed in case of expanded busi
ness. Mr. Steven Baggett, of the sealed source safety section in Washington, informed 
me by letter earlier this year that certificates would be needed for all additional devices. 
The expense for certification is not justified at this time, and in fact, the need for addi
tional sources and devices has not materialized. I have wished to discuss this with Mr 
Baggett, but I have been unable in repeated attempts to reach him by phone. 

In order to bring the renewal to a condusion, I wish to re-submit the application in its 
original form without the additions, that is, as submitted in 19R1 and 1986. According 
to the submission procedure for 1992, only changes from the previous application need 
be included. Therefore, as you have those earlier applications on file, please use them 
as the current submi~sion. I understand that no further information is needed at this 
time. 

Please note the change in mailing address: the TL authenticity dating business has 
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(though, as the license is mine personally, it doesn't much matter which corporate 
name is used: I own both). 

Thank you very much. 

Sincerely, 
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Technical Director 
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cc: Steve Baggett 

50 Denison Drive Guilford, CT U6437 USA phone/fax +1 (203) 453-3299 


